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WavePlug is the first ever wavetable-based synthesizer/sampler from Aeon WavePlug. As the company's first product, Aeon

WavePlug's main purpose is to provide the latest and greatest in the wavetable-based synthesizer/sampler genre. First let's take a
look at the product itself: Aeon WavePlug features 128 waveforms for each of the 100 built-in patches. Each waveform is

played out through its own dedicated output, which allows you to experiment with each of the 128 waveforms from every patch
at the same time. Waveforms can be triggered individually, simultaneously, or in combination with other waveforms. When you
combine a trigger with another waveform, the 2 waveforms will become harmonic and the volume of the combined waveforms
will be proportional to the harmonic ratio. An additional 128 waveforms can be loaded from Kontakt 4 for even greater sonic

versatility. Technical features: - Built-in 8-voice polyphony - 70 Waveforms per Patch - Step sequencer (create your own
patterns) - Polyrhythmic Sequencer (create your own patterns) - 2-step sequencer - 10 arpeggiators - Synthesis engine - Sample-
and-hold function - Frequency modulation - Pitch bend - Octave Bend - Slicing function - 2 modes (Waveslice and Random) -
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Wave Chops function - External waveslice (the function of a button), - Waveform View function (introduces a 3-D look) - 16
effect slots - MIDI learn function - Kontakt 4 - Freely transfer waveforms Kontakt 04.11.1 / Aeon WavePlug 01.14.5
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